
The Faculty of Law of the 
Autonomous University of 
Barcelona is one of the pioneer 
ones to offer an Animal Law course. 
Thought for the 4th year Law 
students1, it provides an overview 
of the emerging discipline of 
Animal Law. 
Whether you are a Law student, 
a Law professor or Law 
professional, or simply because of 
your sensibility towards animals, I 
would recommend you to read this 
summary. It will give you a general 
idea of this course that permits 
students having a first legal contact 
with the field of Animal Law, not 
only from a domestic perspective, 
but also from a comparative one, 
as well as to a large extent from an 
EU Law and an International Law 
perspectives. Besides, for those 
who are willing to specialize in 
this field, the UAB offers the only 
Masters in Animal Law and Society 
in all Europe2.

Advocacy towards global and 
national animal strategies is 

1 Last year of the Bachelor in Law in Spain.
2 https://derechoanimal.info/en/master 

addressed by different guest 
professors who contribute to 
teaching the course. Understanding 
Animal Law means taking 
into account the change in the 
consideration of animals that has 
occurred, leading to their gradual 
legal recognition in national codes 
around the world, acknowledging 

that animals are ‘sentient begins’, 
‘not things’. Such provisions are 
indeed now included in many 
European civil codes, as well as in 
countries from Latin-America and 
Oceania3. Furthermore, animal 
sentience is stated within Article 
13 of the Treaty on the Functioning 
of the European Union, making 
animal welfare a principle of the 
European Union. 
On the one hand, this course 
highlights the coexistence between 

Animal Law and other legal fields 
and the many relationships that 
unite them; it becomes evident 
3 See, among others: Dutch Civil Code Book 
2, General Property Law, General Provisions, 
section 1 definitions, article 2a1); New Zealand 
Animal Welfare Amendment Act 2013, article 
2a2); Colombia, Law 1774, 06-01-17; Chile, Law 
20380 of 2009, article 2. 
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that it is not an isolated field 
of Law, but rather one that is 
integrated into all aspects of our 
lives. We can take as examples of 
areas of application of Animal Law, 
transport contracts or consumers’ 
rights, where there is the need 
to strengthen the protection of 
animals. Some issues that are 
discussed in this course include 

the use of animals for fun and 
entertainment, the circumstances 
surrounding the inclusion of 
animals as objects of contracts, 
research (whether it relates to 
scientific, sanitary or medical 
research), the interconnections 
between consumers’ protection, 
food safety and animal welfare; 
what happens, for example, when 
prohibited insecticides are used 
in overpopulated hens’ farms 
and the substance ends up in 
their eggs? Likewise, pet sales 
and legislation on  animal abuse 
and abandonment are of main 
interest, as well as the duty of care 
of domestic animals’ owners.
On the other hand, the existing 
legal tools to protect and defend 
animals’ interests as well as the 
most relevant sentences are 
reviewed. All this data can be 

found on DerechoAnimal.info4, a 
website that has been built and is 
frequently updated by ICALP5.
Only when such knowledge 
becomes more popular, I believe 
that there will be a wider 
implication in Animal Law. The 
adoption and enforcement of 
legal provisions in the domestic 
context may surely be the first 
step. However, there are other 
alternatives. Law students 
can become a powerful tool in 
improving both the state of Animal 
Law and the status of animals in 
society. 
We, the Animal Law students, 
currently have the chance to learn 

directly from renowned experts 
such as Dra. Marita Giménez 
Candela6, who shares her great 
knowledge of Animal Law and 
Roman Law with the students 
in class; and Gloria Pérez7, Dean 
Judge of Sabadell, who presented 

4 https://derechoanimal.info/en 
5 International Center for Animal Law and Pol-
icy. 
6 Dra. T. GIMENEZ-CANDELA, Full Professor 
in Roman Law; Animal Law expert; ICALP Di-
rector (International Center for Animal Law and 
Policy); UAB Master in Animal Law and Soci-
ety Director; Legal Review dA: Derecho Animal 
(Forum of Animal Law Studies) Editor-in-Chief; 
Director of two Book Collections: Animals and 
The Law and Derecho Animal.
7 M G. PEREZ-PADILLA, Judge, Decana Juzga-
dos de Sabadell, ICALP Researcher.

the legal aspects of Animal Abuse 
based on her own experience. 
Furthermore, many jurists taught 
classes, as did Irene Jiménez 
López8 and Marine Lercier9 who 
both graduated from the UAB 
Masters’ degree in Animal Law and 

Society. They Law professionals 
explained how Animal Law is 
currently being implemented in 
practice and related how Animal 
Law achieved to become both a 
new source of law and a set of 
core principles and norms. In this 
sense, Ivan Fructuoso-Gonzalez10 
underlined an increase in cases 
related to animals before the 
courts, highlighting the need 
for experimented lawyers to 
implement the many provisions 
of the legislation set in favor of 
animals. 
As regards my personal experience 
beyond the Animal Law course, 
and for the information of graduate 
and undergraduate Law students, 
there is an increasing demand of 
legal advisors on Animal Law and 
Animal Welfare in laboratories, 
food and cosmetic businesses, and 
other companies involved with 

8 I. JIMENEZ-LOPEZ, Lawyer, UAB Animal 
Law and Society Masters’ Student (5th Edition).
9 M. LERCIER, Research Professor in Training 
(PIF) and PhD Candidate in Animal Law at the 
Faculty of Law of the UAB; ICALP Researcher; 
Legal Review dA: Derecho Animal (Forum of 
Animal Law Studies) Editor; UAB Masters’ in 
Animal Law and Society Alumni (6th Edition).
10 I.FRUCTUOSO-GONZALEZ. Civil Chief-
Counsel. Juzgados de Sabadell, ICALP Re-
searcher and PhD Candidate.  
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the use of animals for the development of their activities, due to the increased consideration and profusion of animal 
protection norms. An animal welfare formation will become essential in our professional future in the long run. 
Talking from my personal experience, I have had the chance to do some research on bioethics matters, involving the 
animal cells importation. In brief, a fourth year Law student can contribute effectively. 
To conclude with, Animal Law in my opinion has successfully become a customary source of Law, thanks to the 
existing  and ever growing legal practice. This has also been reached due to the strong conviction of countries 
worldwide that their legislation must include animal protection and the -objection to animal cruelty. Although there 
is still much work to be done in terms of improving and enforcing existing legislation, we have realized during this 
course how the Law is changing to take into account the animals.

        Marta Trillas  (UAB Law student) 

El tratamiento de los Animales se contempla a día de hoy como un espacio holístico de estudio y acción, pero 
no hay demasiados ejemplos de verdadera cooperación científica organizada, salvo el que, desde hace años 
venimos practicando en la UAB y esfera UAB algunos profesionales del Derecho, Veterinaria, Ciencias Clásicas, 
Ciencias de la Salud, Sociología, Biodiversidad. De ahí la coherencia de la creación del ICALP (International 
Center for Animal Law and Policy).


